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Emily
Atack

THE EMILY
ATACK SHOW

& CELEBRITY
JUICE

SUNDAY
TIMES
BESTSELLER

The show combines brilliant sketches & impressions with
stand up. Alongside this, Emily will take on the iconic
Team Captain seat on ITV2’s biggest show Celebrity
Juice. Her brand new live 2021 tour, Emily Atack Has
Left The Group, will be promoted by Live Nation.

DAME JOAN COLLINS

Hollywood legend Dame Joan led the nation in
a toast to the women in the second world war at
this year’s VE Day 75th anniversary celebrations.
She will next be seen starring as Margaret
Rogerton-Sykes in the feature film The Loss
Adjuster, due out later in the year.

SCARLETTE DOUGLAS

Vinnie Jones new book,
Lost Without You: Loving
& Losing Tanya, is now
officially a Sunday Times
Bestseller after it made the
charts 2 weeks in a row.

Property guru Scarlette Douglas is currently
filming two projects at the same time. Scarlette
is returning for another series of A Place In The
Sun on Channel 4, due for release in 2021, and is
tackling her own show called My Dream Derelict
Home In The Sun for HGTV. Scarlette will be
helping Brits abroad to refurbish their dream
homes across France & Spain.

ITV commissioned a one-off

LOVE BITES

prime time interview special

Scarlett
Moffatt

with Piers Morgan to discuss the
book. On the big screen, Vinnie
Executive Produced and starred
in The Big Ugly alongside Ron
Pearlman & Malcolm McDowell.

In The Style with
Jacqueline Jossa
2019 Winner of I’m A Celebrity Get Me
Out Of Here, Jacqueline continues to
break all records for her collaboration with
fashion label In The Style. Jacqueline has
also launched her own cosmetics line with
Shirley’s autobiography Behind
The Sequins is already an Amazon
bestseller in three categories as
she resumes her role as Head
Judge on BBC1’s Strictly Come
Dancing.

It’s all go for Emily after ITV2 		
commissioned 6 episodes of The Emily
Atack Show, a star vehicle for Emily
to show off her comedy range and
versatility.

beauty brand BPerfect this Autumn. She
has amassed 5 million combined followers
on social media.

Scarlett will host ITV2’s brand new
30-episode cookery dating show,
Love Bites. This comes off the back
of winning the inaugural Celebrity
Karaoke Club on ITV2. The
incredible The British Tribe Next
Door recently won an RTS Award
and can still be seen on All 4.

OMID DJALILI

WINNING COMBINATION
Omid hosts brand new ITV daytime
quiz show Winning Combination,
created by the producers of The
Chase. Omid’s recent acting work
includes stand out performances in
His Dark Materials (BBC/HBO) &
The Letter For The King (Netflix).

MAISIE SMITH
Maisie is jumping from Albert Square to the
dancefloor by taking on Strictly Come Dancing
2020. Maisie continues in her much-loved role
of Tiffany in Eastenders.

KELVIN FLETCHER

KAREN HAUER

Karen Hauer, one of Strictly’s
most popular professional
dancers, returns for 2020!

After winning STRICTLY
COME DANCING on the
BBC last Christmas Kelvin
Fletcher has been filming back to back dramas.
Firstly MOVING ON the
popular Jimmy McGovern
series (BBC) followed by the
successful detective series
DEATH IN PARADISE (BBC)
both will TX in 2021.

EMMA BARTON

Emma danced her way into
the finals of Strictly Come
Dancing, being the final girl
standing having never been
in the dance off. Following
her success on the TV show
she was asked to take part in
the Strictly Live Tour, wowing
audiences up and down the
country. Emma is now back
filming Eastenders, where she
plays series regular Honey
Mitchell.

Soap
NEWS

EASTENDERS
Jake Wood has announced his departure from
Eastenders after 15 years. Max Branning has
become an iconic character on the Square leading
major storylines and winning numerous awards.
He’s set for an explosive exit in 2021.

CORONATION
STREET

EMMERDALE

HOLBY CITY

RIVER CITY

Sue Devaney has returned to
the cobbles as Debbie Webster, sister of Kevin Webster
in the role she created some
34 years ago. Sue joins series
regular Daniel Brocklebank
who plays Billy Mayhew.

Roxy Shahidi continues as
Leyla Harding, a part she has
played on the Dales since
2008.

Danielle Harold and Louisa Lytton continue as Lola
Pearce and Ruby Allen.

HOLLYOAKS
Jorgie Porter has returned home to
Hollyoaks as Theresa McQueen for
the 25th Anniversary year.
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Amy Lennox continues as
CT surgeon Chloe Godard in
Holby General.

Lindsey Campbell plays
Poppy Patterson in Scotland’s
continuing drama River City.

KOJO

One of the funniest talents to
come out of the UK comedy
scene in the last 10 years &
Simon Cowell’s golden buzzer in
BGT. In 2019, Kojo went out on a
sold out UK Tour.

Breakfast

Queens
LORRAINE KELLY AND SUSANNA REID

Ratings have soared on GMB and Lorraine this year, often
showing in excess of a 25% ratings increase. Strong, funny and
compassionate, Lorraine Kelly and Susanna Reid provided a rock
for millions of viewers throughout the pandemic. Lorraine, who
next fronts an ITV prime time documentary on the 25 years since
the Dunblane tragedy, has also been awarded a CBE in the recent
Queen’s Honours. Congratulations Lorraine!

ORE ODUBA

Strictly Come Dancing & 2020 Soccer
Aid champion Ore Oduba recently
made his acting debuts on both stage
and screen, as News Anchor Akintola in
Noughts & Crosses (BBC), and as Aaron
Fox in Curtains The Musical (UK Tour &
Wyndham’s Theatre, West End).

KIMBERLEY
WALSH

Kimberley received rave reviews for
her starring role of Annie in Sleepless:
A Musical Romance at London’s
Troubadour Wembley Park Theatre this
autumn. The show was the first fully
staged indoor musical to open following
the closure of theatres in March.

Marc Spelmann stunned
audiences to reveal himself as the
mastermind behind viral magic
sensation ‘X’, coming second on
Britain’s Got Talent 2019 (ITV),
and travelling to the USA to finish
as semi-finalist on America’s Got
Talent: The Champions (NBC).
Marc is developing work for TV
and stage.

NICK
WINSTON

Prolific director/choreographer
Nick Winston is the UK associate
for Beauty & The Beast, recreated
by the original Broadway team for
a major 2021 UK Tour.

FLEUR EAST

The Chart topping music artist and
I’m A Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here!
favourite will take to the seas this
Autumn in ITV1 Prime Time series
Don’t Rock The Boat alongside
an all star cast. Fleur is a regular
contributor to The One Show.

RITA
SIMONS
Rita Simons ended 2019 playing
Miss Hedge in the West End
production of Everybody’s Talking
About Jamie and will return in
Spring 2021 to play Velma in
Hairspray at London’s Coliseum
alongside Michael Ball.

THE KINGDOM
CHOIR
AND
IAN H WATKINS
KAREN GIBSON
Earlier this year, H could be seen making
TV history by being one half of the first
ever same-sex couples to perform on
ITV’s Dancing On Ice. He has recently
completed a hugely successful stint
presenting his own show We Love The
90s with Ian H Watkins on BBC Radio
Wales, and will be back touring with
Steps next year.

MARC
SPELMANN

whose famous performance at Prince Harry and Meghan Markle’s wedding
rocketed them to stardom, starred in a specially recorded concert for the Royal
Albert (Hall) ‘Home’ Sessions which replaced their PROMS performance. Now
MOBO nominated, their debut gospel album achieved a BPI Breakthrough
Award. Founder and conductor Karen Gibson also regularly appears on the BBC
and ITV, and has been awarded a MBE in the 2020 Queen’s Birthday Honours.
Congratulations Karen!

CHIZZY
AKUDOLU

Chizzy headed up the brand new
ITV comedy panel show Sorry I
Didn’t Know as Team Captain. The
four part show aired in October as
part of Black History Month.

JESS
WRIGHT

has landed her own ITVBe Special
following her preparations as
she marries William Lee-Kemp in
sunny Majorca.
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Hero
Campaigns
We connect our star talent with some of the world’s biggest
household name brands, delivering hero ambassador
campaigns which can be seen right across the high street,

BEING SEEN
ONLINE, IN
STORE &
ON THE HIGH
STREET

KELLY BROOK announced as the
face of Tesco heritage clothing
brand F+F (FLORENCE + FRED).

in store, and online. 2020 has seen another record year for
commercial brand partnerships for our clients at InterTalent.

EMILY ATACK announced as the
brand ambassador and face of
HELLO FRESH.

JACQUELINE JOSSA has
launched her own cosmetics
range of fake tan, lashes and
lip glosses with B PERFECT –
stocked nationwide in Superdrug.

MARK WRIGHT has teamed up with
gaming giant CANDY CRUSH to deliver
their new campaign.

SHIRLEY BALLAS
Cadbury’s

JACQUELINE JOSSA
Arla
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FLEUR EAST
Zumba

JESS WRIGHT
Crystal Clear

SCARLETT MOFFATT continues
for her second year as the face
of high street clothing retailer
PEACOCKS.

GADGETS BOY
Jack Daniels

SCARLETT MOFFATT
ASDA / Cornetto

GETTING
SOCIAL
Our clients are always busy with paid
promotions across social media. We
create daily opportunities for our talent
by pairing them with the right brands
to help our brand partners successfully
launch commercial products, promote
new drops and ranges and to raise
brand awareness.
The arrival of TikTok has opened up
a whole new market place for talent,
and we are already working closely
with the platform to deliver content for
campaigns with huge results.

Drama

Exploding into 2020’s biggest new series

J

onno Davies has recently

Steven Meo has joined Daniel Mays and

returned from New York where

Steven Graham for the second season of

he was filming a recurring role

Code404 as series regular DI Paul Stokes for

in the new Amazon Prime series Hunters

Sky One.

alongside Al Pacino.
Remmie Milner has recently been seen
Hollywood royalty Joan Collins and Jane

playing Daisy in Save Me Too the popular

Seymour are set to star in the forthcoming

crime fiction series by Lenny James on Sky

TV series Glow and Darkness which is

Atlantic. Next up she joins the all star cast of

currently shooting in Spain. Jane plays

His Dark Materials for its second season.

Eleanor of Aquitaine and Joan guest stars
as Adelaide of Savoy.

After a successful run playing Macbeth at
Shakespeare’s Globe, Ekow Quartey will

Lauren Socha best known for her BAFTA

join the cast of highly anticipated Becoming

winning performance in 5 seasons of

Elizabeth on Starz. The series tells the

Misfits, could recently be seen playing

fascinating untold story of the early life of

series regular Cat in popular BBC1 sitcom

England’s most iconic Queen.

The Other One alongside Rebecca Front
and Siobhan Finneran.

In excess of FIVE billion streams!

Chosen

Music
Decz co-wrote and produced the latest single
‘Real Love’ for Brazilian superstar Anitta. He
recently wrote and produced Curtis Waters
debut single “Stunnin’” which is a platinum
record with over 500 million streams to date.
Decz has signed a publishing deal with S10/
Roc Nation.

Anitta

Platinum selling songwriters Saltwives produced the latest
JP Cooper EP. They have upcoming music on hold with
Zayn, Anne Marie and Bebe Rexha. We are also pleased to
announce our newest venture with Saltwives, Pagoda Music
Publishing, and first signing Henry Tucker,
SAINT PHNX have announced that they will tour with You
Me At Six in May 2021 and are currently writing their second
Album.
Chosen are also pleased to announce the signing of Reiley
(Atlantic Records in NY) and Caity Baser.
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Audio
At Heart FM, Kelly Brook and Mark Wright
continue doing phenomenal jobs while
Fleur East is now broadcasting every
morning on Hits Radio. This Summer saw
Ian H Watkins present his own show We
Love The 90s with Ian H Watkins for BBC
Radio Wales. Ex MP Gloria De Piero is one
of the first hosts of the new Times Radio,
well worth checking out!

If podcasts are your thing then catch no holds
barred chat from Jessica Wright on Girls No Filter,
Kevin Clifton’s The Kevin Clifton Show and Jorgie
Porter & Samira Mighty have taken over the reins on
Loose Lips. Jake Wood continues to have one of the
biggest Boxing podcasts in the UK with Pound For
Pound, with recent guests including Eddie Hearn,
Anthony Joshua & Tyson Fury.

Kelly Brook

Mark Wright

Karen Gibson

Fleur East

Ian H Watkins

Shirley Ballas

Kevin Clifton

Jorgie Porter & Samira Mighty

Jake Wood

Gloria De Piero

Scarlett Moffatt

Scarlett Moffatt has stormed BBC Sounds with her
highly acclaimed brand new conspiracy theories
series, Scarlett Moffatt Wants To Believe. Shirley
Ballas teamed up with Legal & General to host her
own podcast Rewirement where she talks to retirees
about embracing life after work, and what it means
to retire in today’s world. Karen Gibson joins Scala
Radio for a new series celebrating the human voice.

NEW
SIGNINGS

ADAM ‘SMITHY’ SMITH
Adam is quickly becoming
one of the most recognisable
faces in sports media. His
wide-ranging roles include
working as a Presenter for Sky
Sports, talkSPORT, Tottenham
Hotspur and England.
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MYLES STEPHENSON
Myles won the X Factor
with Rak-Su and has since
taken part in I’m A Celebrity
(ITV), Celebrity Masterchef
(BBC) and soon to be seen
as a regular on Breakfast at
Garraway’s (ITV).

EMMA PATON
Emma is one of Sky Sports’s
most up-and-coming
presenters.

GLORIA DE PIERO
Gloria is a British journalist,
radio host and former
politician. Prior to her
political career, she was the
political editor of GMTV.

MIM SHAIKH
Broadcaster, Actor, Radio
DJ & Spoken Word Poet
Mim joins us off the back
of starring in Celebrity
Masterchef and The
Pilgrimage both for BBC1.

KING KENNY
King Kenny has taken YouTube
by storm with almost 2 million
subscribers and over 300
million total views. He brings
his own show, Bros, to CBBC
in November.

ALEX BERESFORD
Alex is one of GMB’s most
popular news and weather
presenters. He recently
celebrated life in Britain’s
communities with his own
ITV show, All Around Britain,
alongside Ranvir Singh.

CHELCEE GRIMES
Chelcee hosts Match of
the Day spin off MOTDx
alongside Jermaine Jenas
and most recently starred in
Soccer Aid for ITV.

TRISHA GODDARD
TV Legend Trisha Goddard
returns with her own special
on Piers Morgan: Life Stories
(ITV). In October, she shot an
ITV pilot for a rebooted version
of her iconic talk show, which
ran from 1998 until 2004.

The 2020s will be the most creative
decade of the 21st Century.
Pre Covid-19 there was such a buzz of anticipation for what we at
InterTalent believed would be the start of the Roaring Twenties.
We are more than sensitive that for many the challenges of
Covid-19 have been tough and often tragic but we do believe that
there remains great and limitless opportunity ahead. Challenging
times enable us to build and evolve in a way that the good times
don’t always allow. We believe that the 2020s will become the
most creative and productive decade of the 21st Century in a way
that none of us could ever have predicted.
In a world where the average lifespan of a company is 18 years,
2021 sees InterTalent about to celebrate its 30th anniversary.
In that time we have enjoyed the good and hard times involving

countless exciting triumphs and the periodic challenges of fighting
off economic recessions. With foresight and thanks to our great
team, InterTalent at all times has come through and outshone our
competitors, keeping ahead of the curve and consistently pivoting
when our industry demands it.
Now 30 years on, InterTalent has the most exciting and dynamic team
of people around whether that be our clients, staff or partners. With
such an incredible group of people at the core of our DNA, InterTalent
is able to give our talent the very highest platforms to achieve the
ambitions they dream of.

InterTalent appoints managing director
InterTalent has appointed Alex
Segal as managing director after
eight years at the talent agency.
Segal, who is currently a senior agent and director at
InterTalent, stepped up to become interim managing director
earlier this year.
Since joining the agency from ARG in 2012, Segal has
negotiated more than £25m in talent deals and he will
continue to represent his existing client base as well as
oversee the agency’s day-to-day operations and leading on its
acquisitions and partnerships.
InterTalent represents talent including Emily Atack, Scarlett
Moffatt, Lorraine Kelly and Susanna Reid with Segal securing
a number of opportunities under lockdown including ITV2’s
The Emily Atack Show and Scarlett Moffatt’s forthcoming
cookery-dating format Love Bites, as well as the release of
Vinnie Jones’s latest book.
Segal will work alongside InterTalent chairman Jonathan Shalit
who said: “Alex’s creativity, tenacity, foresight and leadership
came to the forefront during this most challenging year of
Covid and lockdowns.

At a time when many have struggled, he showed himself to be a
winner by increasing earnings by 147%.”
Segal added: ”Our goal remains to be the top destination for
the most exciting, creative and diverse talent in the country and
building on our unmatched reputation for putting clients first. We
are also committed to expanding our existing growth into new
areas of representation, putting the creation of new and valuable IP
for our clients at the centre of our offering.”

Source: www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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Now working in tandem with Ten Toes Media, we are enhancing the breadth
of opportunities we offer our clients across digital and social media.
This allows our talented clients to continually
innovate and push the boundaries of how
they create and distribute content to their
audience.
Using the most intelligent and imaginative
thinking to develop social and digital profiles,
our work with Ten Toes provides our clients

with digital outreach to all broadcast platforms
and brands.
The enhanced content creation, Social Media
management and ’Influencer’ outreach all add
to achieving the maximum results from digital
and social media. Ten Toes Media is one of
the most forward thinking and exciting digital
agencies in the UK.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!
21ST
NOV

Alex
MacMillan

from everyone at
2020 will be forever etched in our memories.
The support and determination to overcome
the current challenges from all those we work
with across the industry has been life-affirming.
We hope that you have felt truly valued by all at InterTalent; we have appreciated having you
as our partners. We hope that you have felt valued by all at InterTalent, as much as we have felt
valued by you. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts to the incredible people who work
at InterTalent, our clients and all of our partners. We are braving this unpredictable situation
together and we will emerge stronger.

DIVERSITY INITIATIVE
InterTalent and Chosen Music are committed to creating
opportunity for diversity in employment and where we can
use our considerable influence.
Wherever there is work, we will always strive to ensure there is diversity and equal
opportunity in the workplace. We understand that more needs to be done both within the
walls of InterTalent and the great teams who work with us and we are actively striving for a
genuinely diverse future. It is important that we don’t just ‘say’ but also ‘do’. A special mention
to new client Nicole Raquel Dennis, ‘star of the West End’s Dear Evan Hansen’, who produced
#TURNUPLONDON – an all-black concert in aid of the Black Lives Matter movement,
livestreamed from 10th-12th July.

Dakota
Hoven

Bex
Severn

28TH
JAN

Sarah
Lipman

29TH
FEB

Alistair
Goldsmith

Alex
Segal
17TH
APR

Professor
Jonathan Shalit
OBE

8TH
MAR

Sam
Day

30TH
MAR

25TH
MAR

Zoë
Barker

16TH
DEC

25TH
NOV

9TH
APR

Benji
Rom
8TH
MAY

Talia
Salomon

11TH
MAY

Sophia
Humphreys

WE SUPPORT
We have always been inspired by the words of
the great American President John F Kennedy;
‘Ask not what your country can do for you, but
what you can do for your country’.
At InterTalent, by way of leadership and contribution,
we support The Ben Kinsella Trust (tackling knife crime
through education and campaigning), ChickenShed
(theatre changing lives), MOBO Trust (to advance
education in the performing arts for young people
from diverse backgrounds) and Variety (the children’s
charity). We are inspired by all those who work
tirelessly and daily for positive change and we will
continue to support these highly important causes.
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